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RANGING EXPERIMENT APOLLO LUNAR LASER* 

Douglas G. Currie, Charles Steggerda, John Rayner, and Albert Buennagel 

Department of Physics and Astronom_v 

UniFersity of Maryland 

The following is a brief description of the current status of the timing electronics for the 

new Lunar Laser Ranging Station on Mt. Haleakala, on the island of Maui in Hawaii. The 

general aim of the Lunar Laser Ranging Experiment is to measure, with high accuracy, the 

distance from a fixed point on the earth, the observatory, to a retroreflector array which 

was placed on the lunar surface. ln practice, we use three such arrays, placed on the surface 

during the flights of Apollo~ 11, -14 and -15. Measurements to these fixed fiducial marks 

permit an accurate analysis to be performed, in which the various parameters which affect 

the range may be separated. 

The present operating procedure is to direct a short laser pulse through a telescope to the 

rctroreflector on the surface of the moon. This retroreflector then returns the light in the 

direction from which it originated. The signal is received in the telescope, and the round 

trip travel time is measured. At present, this time interval is measured with an accuracy of 

the order of one nanosecond. This is achieved by averaging over about 15 0 laser shots or 

about ten received photoelectrons. Ranging attempts to the several reflectors arc scheduled 

three times during each lunar day. 

The general method of data analysis is to compare the ranges obtained over a long period of 

time to the predictions derived from integration of the lunar motion and from data on the 

earth rotation. The initial scientific objective of the experiment is the production of an 

improved lunar ephemeris. Following this, a study of the rotations of the moon about its 

center of mass can improve the values for the moments of inertia of the moon. This data 

addresses the question of a lunar core and the chemical differentiation of the moon. In 

addition, since the rotation of the earth produces a significant alteration to the range, one 

may extract information on the motion of the spin axis of the earth, variations in the rate 

of rotation of the earth, continental drift, and other similar phenomena. l will not go into 

the details of these questions, since they have been discussed elsewhere. Finally, the gravi

tation theory which describes how the moon travels about the earth may be tested to the 

level of being able to distinguish effects clue to the Brans~Dicke theory and effects caused 

by the gravitational effect of gravitational self-energy of the earth. 

*The NASA Lunar Laser Ranging Experiment team has tht general responsibility for this work. The team consists 

of~· 0. ".'-lley, University ofMaryland; P. L. lkndcr, Joint Institute ror Laboratory Astrophysics; D. (;. Currie, Uni

versity at _Mar)'.Jand; R. ~- D1_cke, Princeton University; J.E. l·alkr, Joint JnstJtut~ for Ltboratory Astrophysics; w. M. 

Kaula, Uruvers1ty ~f California/Los Angeles; G. J. 1:. "\1acDonald, Dartmouth College; J. D. Mulholland, University of 

Texas;~- H: Plotkm, Goddarcl Sp,1ce Flight Center; I':. C. Silverberg. McDonald Observatory; D. T. Wilkinson. Prince

ton Uruversity; and J. G. Williams, Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This work was supported in part by NASA erant 
number NGR 21-002-267. • 
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At present, measurements with the full accuracy of 15 cm are accomplished on over about • 
50 percent of the attempts on the above mentioned schedule. The studies of short periods · 
of data give results which arc consistent with the l 5~cm accuracy. The long-term fitting of 
the lunar orbit has an rms agreement of better than ten meters. This is believed to be due 
primarily to the difficulty in the libration theory of the moon. Adjustments are made in 
this long tem1 fit to the fifteen parameters, which include reflector locations, earth station 
locations as well as initial conditions of the orbit. The primary effort at present, on the 
theoretical side, is the process of extracting, from the differences between the measured 
ranges and the numerically integrated orbit, the more interesting lunar orbit parameters, 
initial conditons for the integration, and so on. Due to correlations between certain of 
these parameters, some of these numbers arc less accurate than the ten meter residuals of 
the long term fit. 

The currently used timing equipment, developed by the University of Maryland for use at 
the McDonald Observatory, has a potential accuracy of 1/ 10 nanosecond. This is signifi
cantly better than the limit of about one nanosecond which is imposed by the length of the 
presently used laser pulse which is three to four nanoseconds. In order to obtain this 
accuracy, which is of the order of a part in 1010

, the determination is split into two separate 
parts. A start vernier measures the time interval from the time of dclection of the outgoing 
laser pulse to the next pulse in a 2(}MHz train of pulses. A digital counter then measures 
the interval in units of 50 nanoseconds. A stop vernier measures the time interval from the 
detection of the single photoclectro11 return, returning from the moon, to the next count 
of the 20-MHz counter. The return photoclectron also stops the counter, thus yielding the 
three components required to determine the accurate time interval. There are the attend
ant requirements in the McDonald System for epoch to an accuracy of about 50 micro
seconds and a knowledge of the frequency to the order of a part in I 0 1 0 . Both of these 
requirements are significantly more stringent than the minimum requirement to produce 
an uncertainty equal to that which results from averaging over a few returns. At McDonald 
we are operating once every three seconds so that we have a nice leisurely c.ipahility of 
firing off a pulse to the moon and sitting and waiting for it to come hack before sending 
another. The state of the laser art at the time of station construction dictated a pulse width 
of three to four nanoseconds, which defined the accuracy of about one nanosecond. This 
is achieved by averaging over the pulse width since with less than one photoclectron per 
shot we are sampling the whole pulse width rather than the leading edge. 

ln the new Haleakala Station which is being coordinated by the Institute for Astronomy 
of the University of l Liwai i, a new ry pc of laser with a pulse width of I /10 nanosecon<l 
will be used. l t ,vilJ have a firing rate of a few shots per second and is currently being de
veloped tmder the direct-ion of Dr. Plotkin at the Goddard Space Flight Center .. 1.):-. 

Falkr, formerly ofWeslcyan University and now with the Joint lnstlt'.1te for Laboratory 
Astrophysics, is fabricating a specialized multielcrnent telescope to receive the light from 
the moon. Our group at the University of Maryland is constructing the timing electronics 
and timekeeping system. 
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, .. \,.·Lil ,.,·,v pn·l-,k111:- :ire pn..':-.l·nL·d by 11,,.: IIJkak,da in,,Lt!L1t1011. Tl,l.'sl' ,ifL' hoth d1w lo 

:·., ','; i't:Cp_>iit'.I\Wl:h \ltl tl!L' equip!lh'nt and ,ti::;() d1.:c l .· lht' If 'j)()t) f, ,ul alt1t11d,· or tll~-

•,l,,[:, ,11. P:1ri1ct1l.1r prubk111-; arc lhl' higl; n·p. !iL,w r,:rv pt till' 11-•w la,:n, tliL' L1rg;: 1wi:-c 

b,;;,,·i,gruu11d ctl>'s, t!w sh,1rt lase'! pul•:c:: "· ':idi p,_·:·111;_[. tLl· LhC of bdkr lirnin~ .,1ccuuc 1,, 

:::1d till.' nCL'L! t, ir incL';h,_·d autu11 1 :1tion ci 1:l· Lo tL,· dfcct ,,1· ,dtilud · ;it\ hum:111 oper:1lt1r-,. 

A]tl\ough t1h' ,ii.'W lasn for us,: :1t tlw IL,kakah1 SL,tion wiil upuatl' nt ,, r:1k oi' :J 1cw pulses 

per ,;1_:1..·L,.nd, ,;irnibr typL·, of l;i:-,,:r, wh, 11 .r(' h< .. ·:m'. ,t1Hlk,i h' Dr. (. 0. Alkv :it ih,: l;nivcr~ 

.,t:, of !\Lr:,, laild, n,,,t opn:itc at r;;,,::, til 30 to l OiJ pul:,,:. p,•1 ..;,•c1111J. I !1L' ii,;~· or a (indng 

-;'':-kni \i1:1!l"·- :u ,h: 1)/il' which WJ<., Jcv,•lopL:d l'o; rl;,: l\kU011ald :.;t:ition wolild !lwn t\·

q1_1i11.: 1,,c ,_,:,;...: u; •_1p f(1 :-,,'iTr~d l1u1Hlred luu11ti:rs \1 li1.J1 is u,n ll'LIS)v 11di..:ulou:,. Tu eIrcum

H'nt I.hi~; Wt' haw µ,;ne from interv,d inning to ,·vc1!I i1,:;i1:i;. M11rc explHtty, in the Mc

Don;dd SystL'lll we mv:1sured prc·~·isely !Ile time inl,'t.al l•,·twccn rw,, event~. In tlw 

Hak;J,.;ila Sy\ll'IH. we mt'dSUfl' tilt' cpoLll ,_,lt:aclt ,L'nt \\1'l, higl, ,,,·,uracy. \11 the differ

ence of thl' twu q,ochs yields the cvc:nt ti1:ll' diffrrcncc Our equipment rn1. asures the 

,·poch or outgoing anJ return pu!"L'S to a precisir,r, (it i; 111 n:inosecund. With this sy:-.lL'lll, 

only une event tlmt:T 1,; rt:'quired. rather lh:m ma!lY tinh' i1 1 ll'rval Ctltll1krs. 

The event timer consists or a 10-1\IH; syncilronous C<l:tnkr with nmltipk latches and 

verniers. Unti! a triggcr,·d ev1..,rit arrives. tl1c._· ''l.illh' produu· a binarv cutpur which 1s 

identical l<i tlw output or the pulse cou1ikr. Upon r(·~·t·p\1on ul the trigg~·ring ('Vt.)Jlt rt 

"lati.:hes," that 1s. it holds the valtit·s whid1 the ruisL~ counter dLpluyed at tht: time of thi..: 

event. At the same tink· the vcnm·r \..:iru11t st.trio. k· d~tcrm111c tile time interval bctwc, n 

the event and th•.: time of which th1.: cr,,,nkr is latched. TIH~ vnnicrs ,ii',' dual slope intcr

grzitors based on an LG(; dt'sign. Wh.:n an event ClHncs, ;i (:apa~-Hur str,rts charging al a 

fixed rate. It ::,tops :hargillg, anL: srarts d1~l-h<1rging when the: courn,:r is latclwd. An :~o 
MHz cuuntcr is gated on during the tirnl' tl!L' capacitor disch,ll'ge:; bad.; u_, 1cro. The rat~· of 

discharge is such thnt i.ht~re is un,• cou11t per 1.: 10 nnnosc·cond. 

Since the McDonald :-yskm gqes ,lc.·ad :•h: 1 the fir,.t pulse ;r, :1 prrJc.tcrmineJ gate inkrval 

is mcasur~d, a noise pulse from the sunlit moon can mask a photon rctllrning frorn tht: retro

array. For this reason the large k1ckgrou11d noise· t:1tc. which occur~. because ,if the high 

transmission and collecting area of the n· .. ,:1ving q:til~S, nrnh·-., a multistop sy ~tt:rn desirable. 

Our new equipment ~,upplies thh by Li:;,1I1g four VL'rnins :li1d fot;r counkr-latdws which ar~· 

combint'J to pnmit four succe,.:--1\: ,· pulss" t rom :: /, ._,ten' ·;, 1plier-d i .crimin:1tor to bl· 

mcasurc:d. Wht:n a part1cul:.•r vn!,i(·r lat.Ji unit i~ a•.:1;·c,1cci by :in incomin_g pul:,.e, it t:nables 

the next unit in the chain and it ignurc:s :111 rnbsequt:nt pubt'::-. With this cunriguration, the 

pulses can then be fod rn p,-Halkl tu high 11~1r1edcn,l' i111)ui., u11 each 11r11t and ihc incoming 

pulses do not have to bt switcbul I his elir11u1atcs th:.: prnbkm nf de bys in tht routing 

circuit·, This system can measure pulse-, v ith :-;eparat1ons down !'.J 80 nano::,,'c·onds. which 

is less than the dead time for oar phnr,,multiplicr discrirn!nator. 

The sequencing and activation of the timing electronics is controlled by a mini-computcr, 

it also cakulates prl:dictcd ranges for use in the temporal gating \Jf the 1c:.u,·ns. fur this 1ask 



the original McDonald system read precalculated ranges from a magnetic tape supplied 

by J.D. Mulholland of JPL. But with many laser shots per second, this is not feasible; both 

in terms of the amount of magnetic tape needed and the computer time necessary to pre-

calculate the ranges for all possible operating times. The computer also reads the outputs of 

the latches and verniers, stores this data for real time processing, and records the data on 

magnetic tape. The computer time necessary could be reduced somewhat by an interpola-

tion scheme but it is more efficient to calculate the ranges directly from a Tschebyscheff 

polynominal fit. This procedure will work to at least ten shots per second, but faster rates 

will require interpolation. 

It is also desirable to have real-time operator feedback yielding the preliminary results of 

the ranging operation. This allows the crew to move on to the next reflector when sufficient 

returns have been accumulated and it indicates possible malfunction when no returns arc 
received. In the McDonald System, this is accomplished by printing, for each received 

photoelcctron, the residual ( or difference) between the observed round trip travel time and 

the predicted round-trip travel time. Most of these will be noise. However, the laser returns 
appear bunched in one close time interval of a few nanoseconds. This may be displaced 

from the prediction for J variety of reasons. A monitoring program in the computer notes 

when a residual is within a few nanoseconds or a previous residual and produces an audible 

indication to permit real-time feedback to the person guiding the telescope. The higher 

data rate on the new station precludes printing the results for each shot so a histogram will 

be displayed by the computer on a CRT Monitor. The scale and offset of the histogram 

can be varied to allow a detailed examination of a small portion of the display. Due to the • 

high background, small bins will be needed to distinguish the buildup due to real returns. 

Drafts in the prediction could then cause real returns to fall into several adjacent bins. To 

compensate for this, provision will be made to subtract a linear drift from the residual 

ranges before they are histogrammed. 

The computer will also be used for the collection of data on the general operating param

eters of the system (temperature and so on), specific data on the run (seeing, number of 

shots), and on the operation state of the housekeeping subsystem. The computer has a self

controlled crystal oscillator that is used to create an internal clock time-base which, though 

not very accurate, can serve to indicate gross malfunctions in the station block. The com

puter uses its internal clock to provide a digital display of the current time (operator 

reference) on the CRT monitor. 

The main station clock consists of a stable crystal oscillator and a specially built counter to 

indicate the epoch. The station clock will be compared to Loran-C and perhaps a rubidium 

atomic standard. In order to match the overall distance measurement accuracy the station 

frequency must be maintained with a long-term accuracy of four parts in 101 1 
• l t seems 

feasible to increase this to about four parts in I 0 1 2 and thus remove it as a source of error. 

This same free-running crystal oscillator is also used to provide the time base for the 2-1 /2 

second averaging times typical of the lunar range. The frequency changes due to aging are 
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: :,.,:,,, , 1 1_1, Irk Lqran-C L'lm1pan~P11. Thv n:quircrnent (hat one be able to make an 

,' 1,.,<1:: "· ,:,,h ,ic-krmi11atio11 of the nornin,il .2-1/2-second periu<l to a precision of 1/10 

111111 ,s,•.·ond requires cafl'ful control of the ten-Mlfa signal. Subharmonics have appeared in 

r!1,,: d,xks we have stu<licd an<l this mus;t ht: co11trol!cJ wiJh careful filtering. C1ystal filters 

wn1· i:1 dallul 011 thi: new station oscillatur that lead to a jitter reduction of kss than 0.1 

1un(w,·,_·u11d. The L'poch llf the measurc1mi11t must be maintained to 50 µsec in order to 

;ii;,Lch our OH'tall mcasurL'tm:nt accuracy. since the earth rotates approxiniatcly 1.5 cm m 

this till,,:_ The pn:vwusly mentioned comparison tu Lor:111-C, along with periodical fre-

q .ci,'--:; iidj,.:;tmcnL tnaintain the proper epoch. The •:poch of the crystal with respect to 

t.,·r:11, ( · .1~ ,hli c1, t\l other standards such as VLF or the rubidium standard, is monitored 

1,y ti11.: ,;clllpllt~'r and automatically rc..:·orded on tape, 12 times per hour. 

At pr(',,l'llt, the flt:\\' equipment is in the final test st;:iges. It will be run in parallel with the 

previous!y constnrctcd equipment at Md)onald in early February of the coming year. 

Installalion at Haleakala should take place this summer . 
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